Transformation of a Global Food
Company
v/ Jais Valeur, CEO Danish Crown
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19% of Denmark’s
total exports to Japan

71%
of Denmark’s
food exports to Japan
∼ Euro 350 million

17% of Denmark’s
total exports to China

40%

Japan

10% of Denmark’s
total exports to UK

39%

of Denmark’s
food exports to China
∼ Euro 805 million

of Denmark’s
food exports to UK
∼ Euro 470 million

China

UK

11% of Denmark’s
total exports to Italy

36%
of Denmark’s
food exports to Italy
∼ Euro 240 million

Italy
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Danish Crown in Europe
Production sites

Danish Crown (Fresh)
Danish Crown (Processed)
Danish Crown Beef
KLS Ugglarps
Sokolow
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3 Global Challenges and Opportunities
• Globalization has given 30 years of economic growth
- but the growth is unevenly distributed and
benefited only a few - therefore lack of public
support

Globalization

• We are facing a technological revolution that also
has potential for economic growth - but using a
wrong approach it will only be to the advantage of
the highly educated and end up as globalization with
a lack of public support
• The green transition is taking place in Danish
companies, driven by research and innovation,
funded by our technological lead. But as
Globalization and Technological Development, the
approach is important to keep the public support.
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Technological
Development

Sustainability
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From 4WD to Feeding the future
The transition of Danish Crown
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The joint efforts can be traced to
the earnings of Danish Crown
EBIT

+30%

mDKK
+30%
2 860

2 818

2019/20

2020/21

2 378
2 166
1 923
1 742

higher

2015/16
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Feeding
the future
Continuous Investments

Add much more value to our products

Because Danish Crown differentiate on innovation
and sustainability, we will be able to get a
premium price, which spirals our ability to invest
further in innovation and sustainability.

We will raise demand from our markets by adding
sustainability from farm to fork, strengthening
focus on innovation and branding more of our
products.

High quality sustainable food

Smart and efficient supply chain

We will listen carefully to customers and
consumers, to position and brand us as a
supplier of high quality, sustainable foods in
key categories around the globe.

With a stable capacity of pigs and enabling best
practice across the Group, we have an opportunity
to reduce cost by DKK 1 billion and deliver highquality, sustainable food.

Maintain sustainable level of
production of Danish pigs at the
current level of 10-13 million

Make substantial investments in
sustainability, supply chain and innovation
from farm to fork

The aim is not to be the biggest, but to deliver
the best and most valuable products.

We will invest DKK 4-5 billion on farm and
DKK 11-12 billion within Danish Crown.

• Add subtitle here

Strong
performance price
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We have
launched our new

plant-based
products through a
strong cooperation
across BUs and
functions
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We have decided on a sustainability strategy that is
recognized by customers and the outside world

We will earn customers’ and consumers’
confidence and meet their needs for
healthy, safe and responsible food.

We aim to secure a strong future for
farmers and promote sustainable livestock
production within planetary boundaries.

We will operate a sustainable, efficient
and high-performing food production,
setting high standards for ourselves and
for our suppliers.

We will attract and retain people with good
jobs and equal opportunities for everyone,
creating safe and healthy workplaces.
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We will find new ways to feed the world with
sustainable meat and protein through
collaboration and partnerships in our value chain.
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We have set an
ambitious agenda
with high targets

Animal welfare
By 2022, we aim to upgrade to
Tier 1 from Tier 2 in the Business Benchmark for
Farm Animal Welfare (BBFAW).

Climate neutral
meat by 2050
Net zero in Scope 1, 2 & 3

30%

50%

Today, we have reduced our
carbon footprint by 30% per
kilo Danish pork since 2005.

We will reduce the carbon
footprint by 50% in 2030
(relative to 2005).

Progress

Target

100%
Climate Track
100% of our Danish suppliers of pigs and producers of
‘Dansk Kalv’ have joined the Climate Track. By 2024, our
suppliers from Poland, Germany and Sweden will be a part
of the Climate Track.
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Carbon neutrality
Three carbon-neutral production sites in
Haarlem, the Netherlands and in Holsted
and Horsens, Denmark by 2022.

Food waste
50% reduction in food waste by 2030,
commitment to Denmark against Food Waste.

Vision

40%
Water
40% reduction of water consumption at
our production sites per kilo meat by
2030 (relatively to 2019/2020).

Responsible soy
100% responsibly produced soy used for
feed at Danish suppliers of slaughter animals
by 2025. Meanwhile, we only buy RTRS
certified soy.
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More than 90% of CO2 emissions come from farms (Scope 3)
Danish Crown's Scope 3 emissions mean far more than Scope 1 and 2.
TOTAL EMISSIONS (ALL SCOPES, TON CO2-EQ)

DISTRIBUTION OF SCOPE 3 EMISSIONS
7 855 000

Scope 3

Scope 2

Other
[PROCENTDEL]
Transport,
employees
[PROCENTDEL]
Business trips
[PROCENTDEL]

180 362

Transport of
animals
[PROCENTDEL]

Scope 1

182 973

-

Agrucultural
emissions
[PROCENTDEL]

2 000 000 4 000 000 6 000 000 8 000 000 10 000 000

Tons of CO2-eq emissioner
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Danish Crown has signed up for
the Science Based Targets initiative
(SBTi)
The SBTi is a partnership between CDP, the United Nations Global
Compact, World Resources Institute (WRI) and the World Wide Fund
for Nature (WWF).

An analogy of The Paris Agreement for the corporate sector.

Voluntary commitment to reduce CO2e emissions.

Danish Crown have committed to SBTi on 30 September 2021
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Aim for
carbon-neutral
production sites

Half of our
production
sites
carbon-neutral
by 2026

• Three flagship sites in 2021/22 (Horsens and Holsted in
Denmark and Haarlem in the Netherlands).
• Identify real reduction targets per site – use off-setting
during start-up.
• Get a third-party certification on the climate-neutrality
achievement.
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Last week a broad coalition in the Danish
parliament decided to introduce a CO2 tax
• The tax will be introduced from 2025 and
will be continuously increased until 2030

800

600

• All fossil fuels in all sectors will be covered including agriculture
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750

700

• In 2030 the tax will be DKK 750 per ton CO2
~ Euro 100 per ton CO2

• A CO2-tax on biological processes in
agriculture is being prepared

CO2-tax (DKK pr ton CO2)

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030
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Research
Partnerships
We have established new triple helix Research
Partnerships, involving academia,
government and industry
• Grass protein used as feed to pigs
• Developing feed additive ”X”
• Optimization of side streams
• Developing pyrolysis and Power-to-x
• Carbon capture and storage
• Electrification of industrial processes
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Alternative
protein sources
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